Draconis Alba
A Galaxy Divided
Mankind believes it has mastered the cold dark of
space; having leapt the impossible gulf between the
stars, the empires of man embrace thousands of
worlds and enforce an uneasy peace throughout the
Draconis Alba galaxy. In the centuries since humanity’s emergence from the Viridia-Solaris/Leviathan binary system, worlds have been tamed and remade,
great highways of gravitic force have been tapped,
using a technique called grav-shunting, which allows
human spacecraft to create wormholes between
objects of great magnitude such as black holes and
dense stars. Expanding ever outward, humanity has
brought its drive and adaptability, its curiosity and
extemporising genius, to illuminate the cold dark
of space and overcome the challenges of this new
frontier. But man has also preserved his follies and
his faults, his chronic divisiveness; and the schisms
developed in the age of exploration have become
permanent partitions within the human race.
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The Tripartite Confederacy
The vast majority of humanity’s worlds are governed
by the Tripartite Confederacy, a loose alliance between the great Homeworld powers, the first and
mightiest of humanity’s worlds, each of which have
reached out among the stars to raise empires of their
own. In theory, the Tripartite alliance exists to secure
the future of humankind through the cooperation of
its greatest empires. In practice, it exists to preserve
a fragile status quo, an equilibrium between incompatible philosophies and clashing visions of the
future. The result is a cold war, fought on colonial
battlefields, a game of limited stakes, played by cautious giants.

Viridians
Viridia, humanity’s birthworld, is still the best and
most benign of her planetary domains, a lush, fertile world of enormous genetic diversity. Though it
labels itself as a democracy, the Viridian Assembly
is dominated by powerful corporations, which often
engage in thinly-disguised colonial exploitation on
distant worlds, their well-equipped Marines dragged
into unsavoury ventures far across space.

Junkers
The Ironglass Imperium, by contrast, is renowned for
its sheer unrepentant bravado and naked greed. The
Senate rules with an iron fist, and the foundations of
their power are irredeemably mixed with the blood of
the proletariat. The Junker Legions are unsophisticated, but ruthless determination and sheer numbers
often see them victorious nevertheless.
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Syntha
Perhaps the very opposite of the Junkers are the
Syntha Collective. Their homeworld, Prime, is the
sole source of Prime Obsidian, which is used in the
circuitry of androsynths, and has allowed Synthan
science to advance in leaps and bounds. Coldly
logical and efficient, the Syntha seek to transcend
humanity, aiming to create the perfect fusion of man
and machine.
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VASA
Overseeing the Great Powers is VASA, a pseudoempire which works to arbitrate the complex web of
treaties which make up the Tripartite alliance. Claiming domination of the grav-wells which allow travel
across the galaxy has brought VASA great wealth
through trade, but her forces are stretched thin, and
must often rely on speed as much as brute force.

The Koralon Incursion
In their long history of colonising the galaxy, humans
have encountered many alien species, none of
which have shown any great intelligence, or demonstrated any significant threat- none, that is, until the
dicovery of the Koralon. The Koralon are a race of
serpent-like amphibians, who possess an empire fully as extensive as that of humanity, out on the eastern edge of the galaxy. They exist in symbiosis with
a microscopic parasite known as coraline, and have
learned to control its growth to create skeletons, armour, weapons and spacecraft. More sinisterly, they
have begun to use it as a terrible bio-weapon, using
it to seed the atmosphere of human worlds, warping
and mutating the plants and creatures of that world
into something more to their liking. Since first contact
with the Koralon, the Rim- a ragged borderland between Koralon and human space, has been a cauldron of battle. It had become a fact of life, this desperate but distant fight for survival, until the Koralon
Incursion demonstrated that no corner of human
space was immune from alien attack.

On Rzhova, the aliens were crushed under the ironshod boots of the Junker Legions. On Algercon and
Yvetot Beta, they fell before the Tripartite alliance.
On four of the five Gateworlds, humanity stood victorious- though the worlds themselves still lie ravaged
by conflict and the effects of the coraline microbe,
once-prosperous worlds remade into nightmare
landscapes of ruinous infection.

It is a natural, human assumption to presume that one’s rivals are bound by the
same rules that one is bound by oneself. It is also an assumption which is
extremely dangerous to make, for
the Koralon possess gravity-warping
technology far in advance of humanity’s.
Demonstrating their ability to ignore the normal
lanes of hyperspatial travel - the grav-wells that are
the highways of humanity’s empires - the Koralon
launched an incursion of unbelievable precision,
co-ordinating great fleets and armies over inconceivable distances: fleets and armies aimed at
five of the most key worlds of humanity’s empire- Gateworlds, orbiting the deepest of grav-wells.
Thus, the Koralon sought to shatter humanity’s infrastructure with a single blow- and so demonstrated
a far greater understanding of their opponent than
mankind has ever hoped to have of them.
Though the great Koralon Incursion shook the Tripartite Confederacy to its foundations, the Great
Powers, and many lesser worlds, banded together
in a commendable display of unity (and no small
amount of desperation), organising a great counteroffensive to liberate the Gateworlds from alien influence. Utilizing new tactics and more than a little low
cunning humanity demonstrated that it, too, was an
adaptable species, one not so easily demoralized or
broken. On Actaeon, the Koralon were driven back
by a lightning assault by VASA and Viridian troops.
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Iskander and Iskandria
However, on the fifth and last Gateworld, Iskandria,
the Koralon found a world better suited to their needs,
for, with the exception of the great continent-sized
metropolis itself, the planet is almost entirely covered with placid oceans, a nearly ideal habitat for the
aliens. Rather than face the human armies in open
battle, as they had done on Actaeon and Rzhova,
the Koralon of Iskandria seemed content to continue
to seed the atmosphere with coraline, and build their
strength in underwater Reef Cities, protected against
orbital bombardment by the strange gravitic shields
conjured by their Phazon navigator-caste.
More inconveniently still, from the point of view of
the Great Powers, they were restricted on Iskandria
by a Partition Treaty, which strictly limited the number and type of troops they were permitted to have
stationed on the planet’s surface at any given time.
This Partition Treaty arose from the time of Iskander,
also known as the Great Tyrant, a charismatic visionary who sought to challenge the rule of the Tripartite Confederacy, using the wealth of trade passing
through the Arkadia-Helios system to fuel a war of
conquest, shattering Viridian fleets at Karnus IV, and
routing the Legions of Ironglass at Pommigral and
Onu-Yesh. When Iskander died - rumour has it, at
the hands of a Synthan assassin-biomech - his empire collapsed in on itself, and, in the chaos, a VASA
fleet swiftly arrived in Arkadia-Helios to demand the
surrender of the remnants of Iskander’s imperial gov-
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ernment. But the other Great Powers were quickly
to arrive at their heels, eager to demand their own
share of the prize. Rather than allow any single power to control all of the great wealth which Iskandria
represented, each was granted an administrative
zone in the great city, though much of the continent
remained nominally independent in the form of the
Iskandrian Free City (often known as the neutral
zone). Strict limits were placed on the garrisons of
each of the Great Powers’ administrative zone, lest
anyone (mentioning no Junkers) should be tempted
to sieze more than their share of the prize.

Triads and Gladiators
As a result, the Iskandrian War, as it was already being described, began as a limited engagement, intended to meet the need for soldiers while simultaneously dodging the requirements of the Partition and
Intervention Treaty. VASA cut deals with the Triad
gangs of Iskandria, promising to provide weapons,
and overlook certain incidents, in return for help winning back Iskandria for the Tripartite Confederacy.
Able fighters the Triads may be, but they are also
secretive, xenophobic and fiercely honour-bound
and traditionalistic: it was only a matter of time before they began to use VASA as much as they themselves were used, exploiting the chaos to serve their
own ends as often as those of their supposed allies.

More cynically, the Junkers simply unleashed Gladiators, the blood-crazed killers of the arenas, onto the
streets, claiming them to be minor groups of escaped
criminals, and in no way affiliated with the Ironglass
Senate. Savage but unruly, the Gladiators rampaged
across the Free City, all the while buying time for the
next stage of their plan. While the Partition Treaty
limited both troops and weapons, it placed no such
limits on the numbers of neural spikes, a device
which works both as a tracking device and pain modulator, and which is used to inflict the brutal discipline
of the Legions. With their rivals kept off-balance by
the chaotic unleashing of the Gladiators, it was a
simple matter to cordon off whole hab-blocks, and,
with a simple piece of involuntary surgery, create
whole new Legions from the urban poor of Iskandria.
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Operation: Arkadian Dawn
Flushed with their victories on the other Gateworlds,
and tiring of the limited stakes imposed by the Partition Treaty, a Tripartite Joint Expeditonary Fleet
closed in on Iskandria. Over 900 Viridian, VASA
and Junker capital ships, and 1,700 mainline battle
vessels, under the command of Viridian Grand Admiral Cramer, swept into the orbiting Koralon Reef
Ships. Though they encountered significant losses
and many setbacks, the Tripartite fleet was victorious, and the Koralon vessels routed or destroyed.
The early days of Operation: Arkadian Dawn could
be counted as a stunning, albeit costly, victory.
It was during the opening months of the Iskandrian
War that the Syntha made their move. They had contributed no vessels to the Joint Expeditionary Fleet,
and their representatives had remained enigmatically silent on the matter of the Iskandrian conflict.
Without warning, the silver factories of the Syntha
sector, at the south of the Iskandrian continent, threw
open their gates, disgorging legions of new-model
Androsynths, built in flagrant violation of the Partition
Treaty, into the Free City, their deadly laser and plasma weaponry cutting down human and alien alike.
Some theorise that the AI which governs the Syntha
sector on Iskandria has gone insane, and is acting
without the orders or approval of the Syntha Prime
AI. Others argue that the Syntha are simply taking
the most cold-blooded approach to the problem of
coraline infestation, seeing every unmodified human
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on the planet as a potential vector for alien mutagens. Whatever the case, Tripartite demands for an
explanation of this stunning betrayal have been met
only with a stony silence.

The Future
Thus the stage is set: the beleagured armies of Iskandria have received men and material enough to
quadruple their war-making capacity, but already the
cooperation that won such a stunning victory in the
cold depths of space is beginning to break down in
the tropical heat of the metropolis; and that long line
of soldiers issuing from landers in the VASA, Viridian,
and Junker Sectors may soon be facing one another
across the rubble-choked streets of the neutral zone,
where the battle for man’s future has only just begun.
Mankind has never been so divided, so vulnerable,
its vast empires poised on the brink of civil war and
alien invasion. Whether the Great Powers will combine in the face of the alien, or try to use the Koralon
to further their own designs, remains to be seen. Man
may emerge at a new synthesis, a new unity; whole
empires may fall or rise triumphant, pointing the way
to humanity’s future or dragging the species down
into an age of darkness. Or the invidious Koralon
may subvert the ever-warring factions one by one,
sweeping the fragments of a once proud civilization
from their path as they aggressively expand to fill the
galaxy. The stasis is broken, the future in question,
but man’s choice is clear: evolution or extinction.

